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of faculties, to ascend in the ears. Immediately, upon the Breaths opening their Seed ReSources 
through the eyes, in the first 14 n days of Mother, The Spirit of Dan sees the Top of the Cedar 
Trees; unto which, through the leaves of the ears, other states of occupation are connected to as-
cend. Unto establishing the faculties to make a transition of residence, the House of 
Shamoúnn/Hearing must be held as the security deposit (SMB/Gen 42:24).    

 
Sacrifices by pairs of Dan and Shamoúnn (lungs and ears) set the stage for the final climax in the 

journey when all drawn out of the distillations of the Breaths, in manwaters, are heard in the Mountain 
of the spiraling paired sea cochlea. According to level of Ascensions, the paired Cochlea (shupharim 
horns) are where Breaths are building their cities with their Stones of Soul.  From side to side, the 
Faces in the Body of The Eye of Seventy is built upon Shamoúnn. The continual process of extrac-
tions from the waters of the man womb-body lead to process of incorporating Crystals of Dan into 
your thoughts and deeds to build a house of honour in which your twelve assemble to reside. Through 
Soul faculties of Ayshshur and Shamoúnn—resonating verifications gather in Fields of Hearing—the 
Breaths of Dan make daily shifts to enter into their habitations of crystal mansions.  

 
Shamoúnn offerings are followed by transformations in Ayshshur. Upon hearing the Words in 

Dan, Breath crystals are then developed as new embodiments of Names. Resident centres of the 
Stones vibrate to the Voice of Shamoúnn, whereby preaching is the effective chosen venue that im-
parts the Illumination flowing within the ears. The stones, where the Light has expounded the 
Words written therein, thus multiplied the resonance, are able to pass through former thoughts as 
thorn projectiles appearing as “crowning points” of the Faces.  

 
Words in hEARt resonate in faculties of hEARing. Our ears bend to elevate truth in our hearts, 

whereby Words of the Capital City of YæHuwaH rise as daily decrees which adorn our ears with 
glories. Abiding in Words of the CityofDæuwD are the talk of the Town.  

 
A command of native language of ALhhim shapes perceptions which establishes our missions. 

What is spoken with discernment of the Breaths leads our hands and feet. Messages heard are foun-
dations to build dwellings upon. What is wound in the spiraling coclea determines dwellings in 
Days. Sayings of the 15 Strands of The Faces are woven in the hearing ChamberofSoul to stand and 
build dwellings of Breaths and their cystals. Words are to be tested by paired Strands of AL to de-
termine levels of INtelligence—the spirits by which communication flows. To examine what is 
heard, does it rise from your Seed Stone foundation, or are they messages of shifting sands? What 
is not of silver and gold are cast out of the ears as wood, hay and stubble, burnt by your Fire offer-
ings, being unprofitable to build a residence or take a flight.  

 
The transfer processes on the sides of the vertebrae are ears though which messages spiraling in 

the vertebral discs rise through offerings of wood crystals upholding LambsofSoul as fruit on a tree.  
Faculties ascend as they are aligned to their Faces. The selection of the lambs for a day corresponds 
to the Light of Bayinah shining into respective constellations or spheres of stars  (Tehillah/Ps 68:4). 
Waters of transformation in the womb/wine skin of Soul affirm SoundsinHearing to be of AL—the 
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mals) are living Dictionaries par excellent, resonances which connect all Strands of AL into Volumes 
of Words. Words are understood, by which they hang upon our Mouths as fruit of Trees in the Garden 
of MAN/Adam.  

 
Strands of AL 08+23 emit Sayings in Thrones of the paired Faces of NadæbNadæb—what are  

given below and above, by their paired ALhhim Mæyim and Tæyth. In connection with this pair 
core of ALhhim, the vibrations in their Lineage of Progeny bond to these core sounds by which a 
family of Words are heard to carry their impulses. As Strands of frequencies, the nerves carry the 
vibrations of their Words. Vibrations heard are spoken and written in sacred texts which have been 
translated as cognates into vernacular messages.  

 
The pelvic bowl of MæyimTæyth, and KephúwKephúw ALhhim in the jaw spin Words in the co-

inciding rings of NadæbNadæb  as they join to Faces of ALozar and ABiyahua. What is spoken 
below determines what will become. The under ring of the pelvis are Words of Understanding 
whereas the upper Words in the jaw are of Wisdom. Example: The word fwm meaning to totter, 
shake a pole is paired to bkwk meaning to cluster as stars of knowledge. Seed shaken below rises 
above in the mouth as StarWords of Knowledge. This paired ring set of the pelvis and the jaw con-
nects to Words of Mæyim and Tæyth ALhhim as waves to Strands of AL/31 in Faces of Nadæb08 
Nadæb23 to convey the extent of rule and administration in the uni-verse above to what is below.  

 
The Faces of Nadæb/08 Nadæb/23 are joined in the Stone of the gonads which is fused to endo-

crines of BaarLeChaiRai/2 and ALBæyitAL/29. In these pairs of SoulStones are faculties 2 and their 
side of 8 in which are inscribed the Words of MæyimTæyth, and RayishOyin ALhhim. By their 
paired frequencies of AL/31, WordWaves of owr, meaning to give a blast, as with a horn, announces 
a march. To shout in triumph results from the fwm shaking as walls of a city fall into your hands. 
Words with Letter combinations fmor, such as rmo, omar, meaning to live long is used to denote  
service with mastery, as King Omri. The enduring nature of long life abides in the SEED. The vibra-
tions in this word are heard in faculties of the genome, labour glands, and liver as L’Eternel Word 
treasure which underlies a state of being carried in the assignment appointed to a Name. The Long 
Life and the Assignment are by the paired AL/31 Strands of Faces Nadæb/08 Nadæb/23 and Baar-
LeChaiRai/2 and ALBæyitAL/29.  This combo of sounds designates the sheaves in your Garden of 
Ommaræh as the planting of YæHúwaH. 

 
The Staff hfm, from the base of the coccyx to the cervicals, is the Word of Strands 8+23. The tail-

bone is the distal tip of the sacrum out of which rises the branches of Soul. From the tail tongue root, a 
Tree spreads its limbs. Between these two points in the vertebrae, the 12 Branches of YishARAL are 
in the 12 thoracic, rising from the lumbars to the cervical mounts. From branches of Crowns, offerings 
of Soul are slaughtered jbfm to upshoot your Words to ascend within the NeúwN jb Body.  

 
The inverse of this pair fm of ALhhim vibrates in the word hmf rendered as unclean impurities, 

denoting that which is not of the inner formularies of the branches. As fruit of flesh, the hmf tameh 
carry the residue of the body until its compounds are gathered to be whitened at evening—when one 
comes to an understanding of the emission. Hence, Núwach takes in hand the Seven Pairs of Clean 
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Words of Mæyim-Tsædda is the familiar word of hxm Matstsæh—Unleavened Bread—the State 
of walking in your garment by the daily bread rising from inner forces of Ascensions. You rely 
upon nothing else for your posture of righteousness than the ALhhim in your Seed. In simili-
tude of the above, these two Letters xm  weave the Body of Metsryim/Egypt myrxm in which 
Soul appears with definitions—boundaries of waters and land masses. Through definitions of 
forms, Names are called out from being subject to carnal states to stand and abide in their reality as 
Heirs of the Faces—in Word definitions of ALhhim. Through searching in the veils of the body, we 
find axm hidden the Jewels of Crown Word structures.  

 
Conversely, the Core of mx Tsædda-Mæyim generates Words that express being amx thirsty, as 

deer pant for waters, or as dry land cracks for rains. “That which was dry land, shall become a pool, 
and the thirsty land springs of water. In dens where dragons dwelt before, shall rise up the verdure of 
the reed and the bulrush” (Yeshoyahu/Isaiah 35:7; Tehillah 107:5-8). Thus, Words of this frequency 
strand include jmx to sprout and grow, comprised of the same Letters. As thirst draws the cup to the 
lip, growth transpires. Further extensions of this Strand of AL is the blessing to be drawn together 
mmx into a compact of Name2Name, healed from estrangements.  
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According to your Words of Fire, vibrating streams of colours—as the radiances of Faces—you ap-
pear in your Days. By transductions within Seed, the fulfillment of your Words, appointed by the 
Faces, the Knowledge of 41⁄70 Shamido comes to head in stored records.    

 
In the Eye of Aharúwan, before your Manifest to come into the world, your Name is seen in the 

residue of Fire Coals upon Altars of YeHU. Coming to the Faces of Aharúwan/Aaron, through of-
ferings of Maneshayh and Yishshakkar, you stand to the mission by which you are sent into 
worlds to activate the Faces in their domains. Supporting your expedition are the seven Faces to 
the right of Aharúwan by which you appear as The Perfect; and to the left of Aharúwan are the 
Seven to affirm The Perfect and maintain your purse allocations for your journey. The Guiding 
Light on the right of Aharúwan, in your days of Manifest, is in your Name, ShmúwAL, meaning 
the Left of AL (opening in the 15th to 30th Moon Eyes)—the composite messages in Strands of AL 
transmitted by Wisdom. On the left of the Faces of Aharúwan are guiding hands of ALBayitAL in 
whom are 14 stations in sacs of Maneshayh—your purse provider to uphold ascensions (set in the 
14th to the 29th Moon Eyes) with Understanding. Together, the Orders of left and right, are Seven 
pairs of Faces, from the Eagle shoulders of Nadæb /8 and ALozAR/21 of the flight of Aharúwan, 
who generate values of flight 29, by which a Name soars by transformations with the guiding Eye 
of Aharúwan/29 revealed (set in Eye Moons 7 + 22). Messages imparted are opened and fueled to 
blaze by the joy in your Name. Twice in a year, your Name of Mission comes with offerings of 
Yishshakkar to stand to Faces of Aharúwan by which you enter into blessings, uttered upon Mount 
Gerizim, to be heard and affirmed again again in your Stones during your Days in a year—in the 
baqar/morning on the 22nd day of Shamoúnn, and in the oorav/evening on the 22nd Day of Aysh-
shur when your mission is alighted to the Faces of Aharúwan. The Sayings of Aharúwan rest upon 
your Head of Mission as Blessings of YæHUwaH in your nights and days.  

 
Day 08—Chepher rpj Faces of Nadæb Nadæb  

In the 8th day of conception, while the Eyes are being formulated in a fortnight, the Faces of 
Nadæb  break forth to cause an ascension of matter by which the depths and heights of sight are deter-
mined to see your origins and your becomings. On the 8th day there is a wanning of illumination from 
the SevenDay corner, and on the 23rd day of the moon, from the Tauwah22Corner, there is a waxing 
of the Light. These reductions and fillings are by the Faces of Nadæb Nadæb  which set in place the 
basin of the loins and the jaw of the head for excavations of our Word compositions. The primary 
meaning of 42⁄70 Chepher is to dig a well, search out/in to find WhatIS hidden, to paw the ground as a 
horse of hund, and to scan as the eye of eagle from its heights. The parameters of the depths in the 
well of the loins unto their opening in the neck leads to etymology, interpretations and comparative 
vibrations of Words for their affluence of Illumination. The nature of inquiry in Man is activated in the 
8th day in the waters of the deep—the SeaWomb— to bring forth from within the StonesofSoul 
studies of research and explorations that generate songs of the depths and heights to rise from the 
heart upon the lips.  
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Day 09—Tsalphachad djplx Faces of GerenHhaAuwerneh the Yevúwsi 
The results of inquiry from GamaliAL bann PedæhTsur, Crown of Maneshayh, lead to the oneness 

peaking at the bridge of the nose to assert within the MANifest the unity of the Breaths. From our 
studies at the Feet of GamaliAL, we come to obtain the silver and gold stored in the gonads. Before 
the MANifest of Worlds, there are five underlying components to the Manifest as the names of the 
Daughters of Maneshayh whose inheritance of residence is without Seed but which are the means to 
carry, as woman, to formulate the INvisible Words of ALhhim to appear. These five Names of the Eye  
43⁄70 Tsalphachad are vibrations of the Fire that rise in the Faces where they abide under the eyes in re-
gions of the Breaths and in the cheeks for Words to be seen and spoken with authorities. Progenitor of 
five daughters as the means to carry the Soul beyond waters of the Yarrdenn/Jordan—attainment of 
the Knowledge in Dan to states of inheritances in the WorldofCrystals—The LandofGems. As the Five 
of Ruæch who abide in the first Ten Faces of YeHU, that comprise the Name hy 10+5, so are the five 
daughters of the Unity Bridge of Tsalphachad that carries the Breaths into their Lands.  

 
Day 10—Eye of Machlah bearing Faces of Abiyahua 

The primordial Faces that determine StatesofBecoming are carried in the waters of the deep 
whereby transitions from Dust to Stars is included in a MANifest, by which no one is left behind. The 
first of the Five Eyes of Tsalphachad is 44⁄70 Machlah, in whom are the abiding INtelligence that fills 
the warp of Ruæch with pulses of its threads of AL in Five Faces of BaarSheboo, Ayithamar, Yaoqub, 
ALBayitAL and ShmúwAL. (see reference how Spirit/Ruæch of Yæhh/INtelligence is formed by in the As-
sembly of the15 Faces: FREEBORN, publication of BetHaShem Midrash.) 

  
Day 11—Noah ho n Faces of Baar Sheboo 

Waters of Breaths are generated by BaarSheboo—the INtelligences of the Seven Spirits of 
hwhy. The Name of 45⁄70 Noah is the 11th generation of Seed that appears from the sac treasures in 
Maneshayh. This hormonal force affects movements set in the journey of the Eye; by its inner Light 
of  Oyin it is mobile to make transitions through windows opening daily in Eyes of the Moon. 
Though your being Eye to Eye in the daily distributions of Light, your dwellings of Breaths are 
adapted to move into the Path of The Emanations. Through the setting in the Waters the Name of 
Noah, Breaths uplift Soul to be equipped and empowered to make transitions, being mobile and 
adaptable to move and reside between states.   

 
Day 12—Chaglah hlgj—Faces of Ayithamar/Itamar  

What transpires in the 12th day of conception and in the 12th ladder of an ascension 
The encircling patterns of the moon bear the Name of 46⁄70 Chaglah through which transitions occur 

The Eye of 46⁄70 Chaglah is the force of Gammal that ascends from beneath that makes all clear 
with understanding. By Her Eye, there is an uncovering of the veils that secure Seed unto its Days to 
go forth by which it emigrates with its declaration of Name.  

 
Day 13—Milkah hklm—Faces of Yaoqub/Jakob  

Transpiring in the 13th day of conception and om the 13th ladder of an ascension are in Eye of 47⁄70 Milkah.  
The determination of the underlying INvisible Force in the Eye of 47⁄70 Milkah is the Queen of 

Soul whose rule overcomes, supplants, and achieves the Counsel of Her Reign. 
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treasures with them to build edifices within The Collective.  As the saying, “many are called; few 
are chosen.” Vast processes are called into manifestation typified as nations in which the pulse of 
the same blood runs; however, the selected jewels are gathered to proceed through waters to sequel 
abiding states. As in days of harvest, fields are reaped. and only portions. at the corners, are saved 
for the next generation, and so it IS. In harvesting, the meaning that only those who endure to the 
end shall be saved is clarified, quite so; stalks and flings of things will all dwindle, and only the 
Seed containing the FacultiesofSoul are saved from the deluge. The calling to manifest is to enter 
into all ALhhim vibrations of Sound, to see and hear what is within the Breaths; however, in the 
end of a journey there is the fine and refined selections approved by the Breaths that are retained to 
go beyond a generation. “The Collective speaks clearly: “I will take you, one of a city, and two, as 
pairs for a family, and I will bring you to Zion/Tsiunn”—the elevations of distinction to enter bey-
ond—clearly defined as determined and weighed upon the scales of Dan—through Fire; not 
vague nor general; not fixed; but precise; exact: that which is approved by Dan, the Judge, who 
separates the gold that is of the silver, who discerns the Wisdom abiding in the lambs on the right 
that appear from the Understanding in the goats on the left.  

  
Vibrations in the bones become sounds of Breaths as fiery timbers crackling, rising through 

waters. In abiding as islands (lands of organs), within the waters of the ocean, Words in Soul are 
heard as their pure essence. With cognitive resonance, the Words echo in the ears. The LIGHT in 
you—MAN, is the SAME LIGHT in US to build a House of The COLLECTIVE. Your cognitive 
values in 12/shenayim-oosher—affirmations of wealth, play-out the coins in the StonesofSoul to 
build a House of Name by the Words in them. The same LIGHT in you are the LIGHTSofthe-
FACES in US, say ALhhim collectively.  

 
MAN comes into worlds of spheres—concentric circles. Through the Vagina River, coined as 

The Nile, Dan judges What-IS1 appearing in mirrors. Through a humbling of the Breaths to abide in 
waters—states of reflectivity, the Eyes come to discern rightly their INvisible Origins. As depicted 
in the parable, MAN comes into the world of definitions, distinctive forms of star dust matter, seek-
ing knowledge and splendors of Egypt—the riches of the world by making slaves of Soul. The 
Pearls within MAN are stepped upon as ideas of self-possession lead to serving illusions, counting 
what is perishable with an esteem more than what is Imperishable. Enormous shifts of thoughts 
occur through rotations of Bayinah which keep us on top of the waters, carried by the Waves, as 
Days, unfolding specs of sand unto the magnitude of stars. In the day you enter into the Fathers’ 
House, you are then tæm-yamyim mmymt, restored to your days of integrity as heirs, leaving in 
dust days at swine troughs. The journey of Name is from the Faces of YeHU emanating to the 
House of the Faces for their residence. 

 
To judge WhatIS freely given, the Breaths condense all of their gold, silver and bronze in a wa-

tery semen transmitter through which they carry their StonesofSoul from one realm to another. In 
the process, they set the stage to engage their realities to be seen through a glass darkly until their 
EyesofSoul are purified to see Faces to Faces. In abiding in Waters, the Fire in their left hand spins 
the Soul as in a crucible, whereby Reflections are reduced into Realities. The ultimate Judgement of 
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The complete Nature of the offerings of YeHU are Fire and Water which composes the summation 

of every Name mc/ShaM. YeHU determines that waters will never extinguish the Fire as when our 
Fire is subject to the flood in Mother, or when the Flood of Núwach comes upon the earth in the final 
hour of the Manifest. Soul abides in the Tevah/Ark of Consolation which soars to the Mountains to 
behold the Dove entering into the Man Olive Tree. Fire Crystals of Stars form carbon, as isles of The 
Sea; their surrounding waters form a SphereEye, earth. The prophet ALiyahu demonstrates that the 
body mass of water will totally accept the Fire to be consumed, whereby all men come to the realiza-
tion of the Faces of Emanations—Hhúwa Hhúwa whom abide as one in Soul; thus, eradicating the 
notion of serving forces outside of our inner reality.  

 
from hills of Huwr/Hor emanations of ALozAR/Eleazar in days of Zebúwlan:  
The Breaths depend upon their hearing faculty to organize flickering crystals of Fire and Water 

seen collected in composite dwellings. The interplay with what is seen connects directly to hearing 
which transmits the sounds of Light into a house. The Adobe is the resulting cause of giving all 
freely by the Faces to their generations. Though the primary cause of Being is JOY— to share freely 
the INtelligence of the unified Faces, the resulting cause is to build a cohesive HOUSE of Name—
the Emanations of Fire housed in Waters of the Breaths, whereby following, in sequel of ascensions 
of RAúwaben and DAN of the SoulEye&Lungs, offerings of Shamoúnn/hearing and Ayshshur/affir-
mations rise upon their heels. Of chief concern in the universe is the Dwelling of Names. Night and 
Day the Emanations of Aharúwan and their Faces are cultivating from the depths of the Sea and 
from perches of the Mountains the Stones of Soul to build the House of My Prayers—Dialogues of 
Communications of Truth. Foremost to comprise the tutephúwt are “These Words”—hlah 

myrbdh hadevarim hALh— to be taught and talked, recalled and rehearsed, and bound as lines dan-
gling between the Eyes that the Soul of Man is the pro-fiduciary asset for building the House of Hha-
Sham (MT/Deut 6:1-12). Words, as crystals of Fire, seen and heard, though INvisible, are recorded by 
inscriptions of ALozAR, who Faces bind the StonesofSoul into One House. Dwellings of cities and 
houses filled with the collective goodness are in the Hands of the Architect of Names for the mutual 
Collective Habitations of The Faces and their offspring.   

 
from the Seven Hills of Aharúwan, through emanations in Chevuwn/Hebron—paired associations, 

Charmmun/Hermon—mastery of speech, and in Mount Gerizim where blessings of Aharúwan are 
heard and declared, in days of Zebúwlan  

 
The faculty of the mouth, in GAD, rises upon structures in the Sea of Ayshshur/Asher to generate 

the SoundsofThunder. The Sounds of ALhhim rumble with deep utterances in the SeaWomb as Words. 
What lies in the ocean floor evolves to appear through vibrations of interactions of Fire and Water, up-
rising upon the waves, as the lips of TheSea.   

 
The all seeing Eyes of Nadæb  Nadæb  release freely what emanates from the Faces as they 

gather deposits of OIL form Fire and Water ascensions. Spirals of OIL are coined, maShiyach/mes-
siah from which all worlds and that which is in them appear. First, are Eye Galaxies, then from 
within the Eyes eruptions occur to bring forth the assembled masses spun from OIL. In the OIL are 
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CHAPTER y  10 
Stars of The First MOON 

YeúwD y. The Wealth of SOUL free giving boundless supply.  
SoulStone of Yahúdah.    The Hand of Management 

 
Sides of the Liver and Kidneys 

are paired EMANATIONS OF THE FACES OF why YEHU:  
The Frequencies of ShmúwAL/30 and Yetschaq/1 
The Names of Yahúdah are Gemstones of Emerald  

bearing paired Crowns: right crown is Nachshun, the Serpent of ShmúwAL;  
left Crown of Yetschaq is the supply of everlasting joy in OomiNadæb  

The faculties balance and management nutrients spun by pairs of ALhhim:  
Qaúph Paúwah qp  

vibrational Words as the Seat of Transformation and Revelation riding upon  
The Waves upon paired Uni-Verses of Frequency Strands of ALla/31  30 + 1. 
The Emerald Stone is Perfect as it is fused with the Golden Topaz of Aparryim. 

 
The far seeing StarEyes, set in the eastern House of Yahúdah/Judah, are defenses for Seed. The 

Eyes in the family of Yahúdah oversee the Path/Derek in which Seed sown by Aparryim is set in Star 
Eyes of the West. By auspices of Yahúdah, what has been sown in the earth is kept elevated by 
which the translation of the Name Yahúdah is often rendered to praise. e.g. Yahúdah safeguards the 
coming of Seed, as in Beniyman, to be near Father Yaoqub whereby what is in Seed is elevated to the 
Faces from which It is begotten. Discourses epitomize the Soul Faculty of Elevations to bring to 
land all that is cast in the Sea revealed as Trees. The d Door from the North in nd Dan appears in the 
Name of Yahúdah hdwhy as the Door and cornerstone to the House of hwhy YæHUwah. In coming 
into the world from Dan, the Seed treasure chest in Names is placed in the Hands of Yahúdah to man-
ages the wealth in Soul in every aspect, from eating, sleeping and rising.  

 
Functions of Soul in Stones of Yahúdah both allocate resources to the faculties, that oversee the 

well-being of its inhabitants and maintain purity in the body. The Stone of Yahúdah has a place of  
primacy as the first of the Crowns approaching the altar (CHP/Numbers 7:10-12). As the inital faculty 
of an oylah, the blood in the liver and kidneys are presented first on the altar as the corner stone of 
ascensions. In giving first the Soul part of Yahúdah, the complete flow of blood, from the LIVEr, 
empties out the LIFE in the Bones to generate a new body that is composed for your Name during 
the oylah process. According to the Blood let, so is the new Body spun in the ascension. Thus, in 
every oylah, your Name becomes re-dressed as the blood given by Yahúdah rises up from Apar-
ryim. The blood flows freely through seven rings in the Eyes of ALhhim, as blood pulses seven 
times—completely, until the final drop is given from the heart by which the new body receives a 
new heart beat of understanding.   

 
Rising from below, the Crowns of Yahúdah crests upon the waves in the Liver to maintain the 

health of Soul. Faculties of the liver, kidneys and spleen generate blood from the Seed phosphorus 
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SeedWords are spun, as the Bread of Life, rises in Lambs, as mashayh/moses, whereIN the MaShi-
yachh hjycm of the Ages appears in every eye to sing the chorus of revelations in the Song of 
The Lamb (Chazun/Rev 15:3).  The root word, shiyachh hjyc, appears in CHP/Num 18:8 as the unc-
tion for the generations of Aharúwan to make their Ascensions. The coming of the Avatar is Your 
Name riding on the donkey—as you perform your mission in the Collective,  With the clouds of 
your Breaths, hailing the glory in your Stones, your ascendant appears. Beyond the WatersofDan—
the JorDAN, where your Stones are piled-up as the testimony of your journey, having been circum-
cised from the body of flesh, your Name enters Lands of Yahúdah, transcending through the sowing  
—Placement SeedEye of Aparryim/Ephraim.   

 
The assembly of the Strands of AL la draw out Emanations from the Faces of YeHU that they 

may abide as one, unified—to be ADAM. The words of their findings are compiled into five scrolls 
called the Books of hcm MaShayh/Moses—risings in Stones of Fiery Radiances. These scrolls are 
followed by the duo—two sides of the NeúwN Fish: as the sixth and the seventh scroll: The Sixth 
Book of The Law is Yahushúo/Joshua in which the ALhhim come to abide in lands of INheritance as 
OmanuwAL/Emanuel. In the Final Book of the Meqra—The Shuphetim/Judges, the Judge of 
MAN—Dan saves the Houses of �NYishARAL, detailing what transpires in the Millenium, unto their 
Liberty to abide in the Seventy Eyes of Soul (Shuphetim 21:25). The writings of the Law are from the 
Prophet ShmúwAL, in whom, by Names of AL, the Words of the Truth are inscribed in your Stones to 
be verified in your deeds (Sephúwr Shalichyim/Acts 3:24). �N 

 
Hence, Beginnings of Days are when the ChæyitYeúwd ALhhim yj rise-up within the Words of 

ALhhim, as a Serpent appears from the EyeEgg through moving spirals. This underlying ascent of im-
plementing the Words by the Yeúwd—the Hands, comes out of the Sides of Body of the Neuwn, by 
which they draw out all contained in the Assembly of Scrolls, called the Book of the LAW—the Word 
spun as flesh—to be Living/Activated Words of ALhhim. The Ascent within the Body is by the 
Chæyit j ALhhim. The uprising is called MaShiyachh hjycm through whom all assembled in the 
28 ALhhim—in the Body of the NeúwN nwn (14+14) bear a residency for the abiding Faces of 
YeHU. The retention of the h as the final Letter in the Name of MaShayh hcm, is the first suffix to 
the word coined, mashiyachh, which expresses spatial movement—the Hhúwa Directive—the Light 
in the Body determines its direction amongst the associated Thrones set in concourse of the Stars. As 
the OIL in the WORD rises, the direction of what is heard to be spoken and performed are within the 
uprisings. The term, hjyc, translates as ‘conversations and discourses,’ whereby MAN�Nis the Li-
brary of ALhhim to engage in dialogues with the Faces through their Crowns.   

 
The Assembly of the ALhhim, into a BodyTempleofWords, is pictured as a Woman—Mother 

Shaúwo owc, who is clothed with the Sun and the Moon beneath her feet. The force of the moon 
guidance underneath is The Light for every step, in every day, which follow what shines in night. 
The WomanBook, as Man, appears through the cloth of Wisdom. Twelve Stars surround her head as 
Crowns breaking forth as the Lights within rise to the Skull/Golgotha. The assembly of the cloth of 
Wisdom, and the underlying Light of Understanding in the Feet, appear as twelve paired Crowns of 
the Faces of YeHU. As this gathering of the Words of ALhhim are activated, by the Breaths, the 
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which is Eternal in the glory of heavens/Names. First and foremost, that is the Host of YishARAL—
the armies of the Names within us. What nation of body can stand against us as all peoples are de-
pendent upon the Lights orchestrated in the 70 Star Names in YeHU? The Seventy Names come to the 
top by the oil in the Seed, ignited by Fire of our Breath, we are a lamp unto our feet. 

 
In recounting emergences, from and through Definitions, we continue to proceed night unto day. 

The judgment of the gods of egypt is the evaluation of the Words that comprise our habitations, not as 
foreign, but as kin, by which the firstborn of body and soul into a Manifest, as the eyes, are paradigms 
that must die to former orientations to release new insights to break free. The trajectory of our Names 
is carried within, under the administrations of Yahúdah and Yúwsphah, from the INvisible to the Vis-
ible. From the East to the West we move with Stars above, surrounding the ALtar in Heavens from 
which the Breath of Life is transmitted to us as Heirs, when our NAME is announced to arise on the 
8th day circumcised as the unveiling of the Soul.   

 
One function in Soul is dependent upon another to build a network for the Collective Residence of 

The Faces. How these strands of AL support and become woven are activated through our feet and 
hands that carry the Stones of Soul, as the House of Laúwi, who bring them up to the ears by which 
the Strands are transported to weave a habitation with jewels instead of clay. To the building of the 
House of YHWH we catapult the stone from the Mountain of our Ascensions to strike the prevailing 
image of Nebuchadnezzar.  Through interplays of Shamoúnn striking the cystals of Dan, your crystals 
in StonesofSoul multiply with expounding explanations, breaking apart definitions to pass forward.  
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28⁄70 Tulo/olwt to compose via sacrifice as an accretion by which Stars of your Names are gath-
erings of your oylah ascensions, which is how galaxies and planets form by accretion processes; 
vibrations of Seed are spun from sacs of Maneshayh according to your mission of paired Names to 
determine transformations, a fiery/scarlet worm propelling movements of transformations to pass 
through fire and waters; enables Name to keep their focus through transformations.  

 
Words of your mission are seen in 29⁄70 PeúWah/hwp Faces/Mouths of ÚWAH as they come to 

lip from deeds implemented through setting your offerings of mission to the Faces of your Names; 
Sayings of Summations of Light arising from the altar of service to see through  

 
     the Eye of 30⁄70 Yashúwev/bwcy  which brings up unto mind what you are to do, eye of restora-
tion, recall, replay, restitutions; reminders seen as to what is to done daily, and repairs interferences 
to your goals. 
 
     The Eye of 31⁄70 Shamrun/nrmc keeps focus and safeguards to preserve your accreditations, 
maintaining in the Vault of your Assignments, preserves your achievements no matter how seem-
ingly small, whereby all done in your Name are forever retained in your StonesofSoul to be 
watched after—seen to enter beyond.  These are Four Eyes of Insight, that abide in the Oyin Eye 
of 70, to see into your missions of Fire according to the Face of BaarLeChaiRai, the Well in the 
Single Eye, and its pair of ALBæyitAL Faces which is the agreement of all wealth in the universe 
to be put in your hand.  

WHEN YOU SIT UPON YOUR THRONES 
Upon your Name being called and appointed unto your seat in The Collective, a Throne of your 

Name is marked in galaxies upon which you rise to govern your StarsofSoul. The ascent of Yishshak-
kar upon the topaz pole of Aparryim marks your connections to the Days of your Birth, whereby 
the blood of your mission, let out in your oylah to TheFaces, affirms the blood of the Rod of Aharú-
wan that turns your waters to blood—to pulse with the lives in your Stones. The union of the Blood 
to Blood draws out all in the Hand of the Governor of Definitions/Metsryim to robe your Breaths 
and Soul Heirs with garments of royalty. The union of labour to Yúwsphah, as your appointed mis-
sion, sets the courses of your Name to enter into worlds yet to be seen as they are heard.  

 
The ALhhim Sound in the endocrines speak of Yiysh cy—WhatIs in the Root of Soul of Yesh-

shi/Jesse. Prophecies of your Names, spoken in the House of DæUWD/David, pertain to your mission 
and place in TheCollective. The Name rkccy Yishshakkar speaks of the results of the compounds 
Fires from the sides of Bayinah and Chækúwmah. The double Fire Shayin cc in the faculty Name in-
dicates that every mission is shared/assigned y to pairs to go forth two by two. According to measures 
KK allotted so are the tasks at hand.  

 
In having received all things Freely, you likewise, in the Spirit of YeHU give all freely and joy-

fully. Without claiming personal ownership of anything, you live above the toils and strife for posses-
sions that perish. Having BE-lived in the Faces, your service is unto the Capital in whom all Names 
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